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Searhing for an aurate optial lok whih an serve as a better time standard than the present
day atomi lok is highly demanding from several areas of siene and tehnology. Several at-
tempts have been made to built more aurate loks with dierent ion speies. In this artile
we disuss the eletri quadrupole and hyperne shifts in the 5d96s2 2D5/2 (F = 0, mF = 0) ↔
5d106s 2S1/2 (F = 2,mF = 0) lok transition in
199Hg+, one of the most promising andidates for
next generation optial loks. We have applied Fok-spae unitary oupled-luster (FSUCC) theory
to study the eletri quadrupole moment of the 5d96s2 2D5/2 state and magneti dipole hyperne
onstants of 5d96s2 2D3/2,5/2 and 5d
106s1 2S1/2 states respetively of
199Hg+. We have also om-
pared our results with available data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst time a variant
of oupled-luster (CC) theories has been applied to study these kinds of properties of Hg+and is
the most aurate estimate of these quantities to date.
PACS number(s). : 31.15.Ar, 31.15.Dv, 32.30.J, 31.25.Jf, 32.10.Fn
I. INTRODUCTION
The frequenies at whih atoms emit or absorb eletro-magneti radiation during a transition an be
used for dening the basi unit of time. The transitions that are extremely stable, aurately measur-
able and reproduible an serve as exellent frequeny standards. Present frequeny standard is based
on the transition between the two hyperne levels of a esium atom ([Xe]6s
(
2S1/2, F = 3,mF = 0
)
↔
[Xe]6s
(
2S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0
)
) with an auray of 1 part in 1015. However, there is an ongoing searh for
even more aurate loks in the optial regime. Reent day progress in tehnologies makes it feasible to built
more aurate loks with higher preision. Moreover this kind of study not only provides the foundation
for a wide range of experiments and preision measurements but also an be used for stringent tests of our
fundamental onepts and theories. Some reent studies of frequeny standards have yielded sensitive probes
of possible temporal variation of the fundamental onstants [1, 2, 3℄. Atomi frequeny standards based on
a single trapped ion has been established to provide more stability and auray than those of present-day
time standards [4℄. Among all the ioni andidates for frequeny standards,
199Hg+ [5℄ is believed to be
the most reliable one. Reent progress on
199Hg+ frequeny standards [5, 6, 7℄ have revealed the feasibility
of ahieving an auray of 1 part in 1018 as ompared to 1 part in 1015 whih is the present day standard.
In partiular, the 282 nm transition (5d96s2 2D5/2 (F = 0,mF = 0) ↔ 5d
106s 2S1/2 (F = 2,mF = 0)) is of
interest in
199Hg+. A shemati diagram of the energy levels and the lok transition is given in Fig. (1).
The eletroni struture of
199Hg+ reveals that the exited (metastable) states whih are interesting from
the point of view of frequeny standards, involve open d-shells and are very diult to evaluate using any
theoretial methods. Therefore, any kind of property alulation of
199Hg+ involving an open d- shell is
very omplex and hallenging.
To measure the transition frequeny aurately one needs to determine the orresponding states (energy
levels) with a high preision. When an atom interats with an external eld, the standard frequeny may be
shifted from the resonant frequeny. The quality of the frequeny standard depends upon the aurate and
preise measurement of this shift. To minimize or maintain any shift of the lok frequeny, the interation
of the atom with it's surroundings must be ontrolled. Hene, it is important to have a good knowledge of
∗
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2these shifts so as to minimize them while setting up the frequeny standard. Some of these shifts are the
linear and quadrati Zeeman shift, seond-order Stark shift, hyperne shift and eletri quadrupole shift.
The largest soure of unertainty in frequeny shift arises from the eletri quadrupole shift and the hyperne
shift of the lok transition. Departure of the spherial symmetries in the D states of 199Hg+ gives rise
to an eletri quadrupole moment and in the presene of external eletri eld gradient the atomi eletri
quadrupole moment will ause a shift in the energy levels of the D states. On the other hand, the non-zero
nulear spin of
199Hg+ produes nulear multipole moments whih interats with the eletron moments at
the site of the nuleus whih is aused by the nulear spin. This interation will lead to a hyperne eet
and the orresponding shift in the upper and lower levels are known as hyperne shifts.
In this artile we have used the relativisti Fok-spae unitary oupled luster (FSUCC) method, one of
the most aurate theories to desribe the eletron orrelation eets in many-eletron atoms, to alulate
eletri quadrupole moment and hyperne onstants of
199Hg+. The exited states whih are of interests
in
199Hg+involve open d- shells whih make the alulation very omplex and hallenging. Unlike ordinary
Fok-spae oupled-luster (FSCC) theory, FSUCC is based on unitary groups and ontains muh more
physial eets in the same level of approximation. Although the eletri quadrupole moment (EQM) has
been determined by the experimentalists and the theoretiians, to the best of our knowledge, this is the rst
time a theory of this kind is being applied to study the properties of a ompliated system like
199Hg+. The
preise determination of the hyperne onstants using FSUCC theory an be onsidered as benhmarking of
the determination of atomi states. Therefore, the auray obtained for the EQMusing this approah an
help us to determine the unertainty (whih is ∼ 3.5%for the experiment) of the same whih will be very
useful in the frequeny standard studies.
The struture of the paper is as follows : Setion I gives a brief introdution about the importane of
using
199Hg+ in frequeny standards. It also introdues the importane of applying FSUCC theory in this
problem. This is followed by Se. II whih deals with a short theoretial desription of FSUCC theory,
eletri quadrupole moment and hyperne struture. We present the results and the relevant disussions in
the next two Se. III. Finally, in Se. IV we onlude and highlight the important ndings of our work.
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Figure 1: Partial energy level diagram (inluding hyperne levels) of the
199Hg+ion. The `lok-transition'
(5d96s2 2D5/2 (F = 0,mF = 0) ↔ 5d
106s 2S1/2 (F = 2, mF = 0)) whih is of interest, is a forbidden eletri
quadrupole (E2) type at 282 nm.
II. THEORETICAL DETAILS
In this setion we desribe the theoretial formulation of our work. Relativisti Fok-spae unitary oupled-
luster (FSUCC) theory is a variant of well known Fok-spae oupled-luster (FSCC) theory in the rela-
tivisti regime whih is based on an unitary ansatz. More details about UCC theory for atoms an be found
in Ref. [8℄ whih is referred as I in the following setions. Therefore, we have just outlined the FSUCC
3theory here. We obtain the open shell 5d96s2 2D5/2 and 5d
96s2 2D3/2 states of
199Hg+ using ore ionization
tehnique. In one of our earlier papers, we have outlined the treatment of open-shell oupled-luster ore ion-
ization potential (OSCC-IP) [9℄ whih is referred as II in this manusript. For determining the 5d106s 2S1/2
state of
199Hg+ we have used the open-shell oupled-luster with eletron attahment (OSCC-EA) method
[10℄. For more details we refer to the original artile by Lindgren and Mukherjee [10℄.
A. Fok-spae unitary oupled luster theory
Relativisti oupled-luster (RCC) theory is based on the no-virtual-pair approximation along with the
appropriate modiation of the orbital form and potential terms [11℄. One begins with the Dira-Coulomb
Hamiltonian (H) for an N -eletron atom whih is expressed as
H =
N∑
i=1
[
c ~αi · ~pi + βmc
2 + VNuc(ri)
]
+
N∑
i<j
e2
rij
. (1)
with all the standard notations often used. In FSCC/FSUCC method, the self-onsistent eld solution of the
Hartree-Fok (Dira-Fok in relativisti regime) for the N -eletron losed shell ground state Φ is hosen as
the vauum (for labeling purpose only) to dene holes and partiles with respet to Φ. The multi-referene
aspet is then introdued by subdividing the hole and partile orbitals into ative and inative ategories,
where dierent oupations of the ative orbitals will dene a multi-referene model spae for our problem.
We all a model spae to be omplete if it has all possible eletron oupanies in the ative orbitals, otherwise
inomplete. The lassiation of orbitals into ative and inative groups is, in priniple, arbitrary and is
at our disposal. However, for the sake of omputational onveniene, we treat only a few hole and partile
orbitals as ative, namely those are lose to the Fermi level.
We designate by Ψ
0(k,l)
i a model spae of k-hole and l-partile determinants, where in the present instane
(Hg − e −→ Hg+), l = 0 and k ranges from 0 to 1. Generally, any seond quantized operator has k-hole
and l-partile annihilation operators for the ative holes and partiles. For onveniene, we indiate the
hole-partile valene rank of an operator by a supersript (k, l) on the operator. Thus, aording to our
notation, an operator A(k,l) will have exatly k-hole and l-partile annihilation operators.
We now desribe the type of ansatz used to derive the FSUCC equations for diret energy dierene
alulations in one-eletron detahment proesses. The Hartree-Fok/Dira-Fok funtion Φ is denoted by
Ψ(0,0) and the inative hole and partile orbitals (dened with respet to Φ) are labeled by the indies
a, b, c, · · · and p, q, r, · · ·, respetively. The orresponding ative holes and partiles are labeled by the indies
α, β, γ · · · and u, v, w · · ·, respetively. Note that there will be no ative partiles for eletron detahment
proesses. The luster operator orrelating the N-eletron ground/referene state is denoted in our notation
by S(0,0) whih an be split into various n-body omponents depending upon the various hole-partile
exitation ranks. The luster operator S(0,0) upto two-body an be written in seond quantized notation as,
S(0,0) = S
(0,0)
1 + S
(0,0)
2 + · · · =
∑
p,a
〈p|s
(0,0)
1 |a〉{a
†
paa}+
1
4
∑
a,b,p,q
〈pq|s
(0,0)
2 |ab〉{a
†
pa
†
qabaa}+ · · · (2)
where a† (a) denotes reation (annihilation) operator with respet to ΦHF/DF and {· · ·} denotes normal
ordering. It should be noted that S(0,0) annot destroy any holes or partiles; ating on Φ, it an only reate
them.
For (N−1) eletron states the model spae onsists of one ative hole and zero ative partile (k = 1, l = 0)
and hene aording to our notation the valene setor for (N − 1) eletron states an be written as (1,0)
setor. We introdue an wave operator Ω whih generates all valid exitation from the model spae funtion
for (N − 1) eletron states. The wave operator Ω for the (1,0) valene problem is given by
Ω = {exp(S(0,0) + S(1,0))}. (3)
In this ase the additional luster operator S(1,0) must be able to destroy the ative partile present in the
(1,0) valene spae. Like S(0,0), the luster operator S(1,0) an also be split into various n-body omponents
4depending upon hole-partile exitation ranks. The one- and two-body S(1,0) (depited in Fig.(2)) an be
written in the seond quantized notation as
S(1,0) = S
(1,0)
1 + S
(1,0)
2 + · · · =
∑
α6=b
〈α|s
(1,0)
1 |b〉{a
†
αab}+
1
2
∑
p,b,c
〈pα|s
(1,0)
2 |cb〉{a
†
pa
†
αabac}+ · · · (4)
where α denotes the ative partile whih is destroyed.
In general, for a (k, l) valene problem, the luster operator must be able to destroy any subset of k- ative
holes and l- ative partiles. Hene, the wave operator Ω for (k, l) valene setor may be written as
Ω = {exp(S˜(k,l))}. (5)
where
S˜(k,l) =
k∑
m=0
l∑
n=0
S(m,n) (6)
We dene the exat wave funtion Ψ
(k,l)
i for (k, l) valene setor as
Ψ
(k,l)
i = ΩΨ
0(k,l)
i (7)
where
Ψ
0(k,l)
i =
∑
i
C
(k,l)
i Φ
(k,l)
i . (8)
The funtions Φ
(k,l)
i in Eq.(8) are the determinants inluded in the model spae Ψ
0(k,l)
i and C
(k,l)
are the
orresponding oeients. Substituting the above form of the wave-funtion (given in Eqs. (7) and (8)) in
the Shrödinger equation for a manifold of states H |Ψ
(k,l)
i 〉 = Ei|Ψ
(k,l)
i 〉, we get
HΩ
(∑
i
Ci|Φ
(k,l)
i 〉
)
= EiΩ
(∑
i
Ci|Φ
(k,l)
i 〉
)
, (9)
where Ei is the i-th state energy.
Following Lindgren [12℄, Mukherjee [13℄, Lindgren and Mukherjee [14℄, Sinha et al. [15℄ and Pal et al. [16℄,
the Fok-spae Bloh equation for the FSCC may be written as
HΩP (k,l) = P (k,l)H
(k,l)
eff ΩP
(k,l) ∀(k, l) (10)
where
H
(k,l)
eff = P
(k,l)Ω−1HΩP (k,l) (11)
and P (k,l) is the model spae projetion operator for the (k, l) valene setor (dened by
∑
iC
(k,l)
i Φ
(k,l)
i ). For
omplete model spae, the model spae projetor P (k,l) satises the intermediate normalization ondition
P (k,l)ΩP (k,l) = P (k,l). (12)
At this junture, we single out the luster amplitudes S(0,0) and all them T . The rest of the luster
amplitudes will heneforth be alled S. The normal ordered denition of Ω enables us to rewrite Eq.(6) as
Ω = exp(T ){exp(S)} = exp(T )Ωv (13)
where Ωv represents the wave-operator for the valene setor.
To formulate the theory for diret energy dierenes, we pre-multiply Eq.(10) by exp(−T ) and get
HΩvP
(k,l) = ΩvP
(k,l)H
(k,l)
eff P
(k,l) , ∀(k, l) 6= (0, 0) (14)
5where H = exp(−T )H exp(T ). Sine H an be partitioned into a onneted operator H˜ and Eref/gr (N -
eletron losed-shell referene or ground state energy), we likewise dene H˜eff as
H˜
(k,l)
eff = H
(k,l)
eff − Egr, ∀(k, l) 6= (0, 0) (15)
Substituting Eq.(15) in Eq.(14) we obtain the Fok-spae Bloh equation for energy dierenes:
H˜ΩvP
(k,l) = ΩvP
(k,l)H˜
(k,l)
eff P
(k,l), ∀(k, l) 6= (0, 0) (16)
Eqs. (10) and (16) are solved by the Bloh projetion method for k = l = 0 and k = 0, l 6= 0, respetively,
involving the left projetion of the equations with P (k,l) and its orthogonal omplement Q(k,l) (P (k,l) +
Q(k,l)=1) to obtain the eetive Hamiltonian and the luster amplitudes, respetively. At this point, we reall
that the luster amplitudes in FSCC are solved hierarhially through the subsystem embedding ondition
[17, 18℄ whih is equivalent to the valene universality ondition used by Lindgren [12℄ in his formulation. For
example, in the present appliation, we rst solve the FSCC for k = l = 0 to obtain the luster amplitudes
T . The operator H˜ and H˜
(1,0)
eff are then onstruted from this luster amplitudes T to solve Eq. (16) for
k = 1, l = 0 to determine S(1,0) amplitudes. H˜ is then diagonalized within the model spae to obtained the
desired eigenvalues and eigenvetors. The diagonalization is followed from the eigenvalue equation
H˜
(1,0)
eff C
(1,0) = C(1,0)E. (17)
where
H˜
(1,0)
eff = P
(1,0)[H˜ +
︷ ︸︸ ︷
H˜S(1,0)]P (1,0). (18)
The expression
︷︸︸︷
AB in Eq.(18) indiates that operators A and B are onneted by ommon orbital(s).
In FSUCC, the wave operator Ω in Eq.(13) is replaed by
Ω = exp(σ) {exp (S)} = ΩcΩv (19)
with the luster operator dened as σ = T −T †. In omparison to the ordinary oupled luster (CC) theory
the wave operator σ in UCC ontains de-exitation operator (T †) as well and therefore UCC theory ontains
more higher order eets than the onventional CC theory in the same level of approximation. In this work
we have used unitary oupled-luster theory in the single and double exitation approximation to treat the
losed shell orrelation onsistently. We refer to the artile I for further details.
B. Eletri quadrupole shift
The interation of the atomi quadrupole moment with the external eletri-eld gradient is similar to the
interation of a nulear quadrupole moment with the eletri elds generated by the atomi eletrons inside
the nuleus. In the presene of the eletri eld, this interation gives rise to an energy shift by oupling
with the gradient of the eletri eld. The quadrupole moment Θ of an atomi state |Ψ(γJFMF )〉 is dened
as the diagonal matrix element of the quadrupole operator with the maximum value MJ and is expressed as
Θ = 〈Ψ(γJFMF )|Θzz |Ψ(γJFMF )〉 . (20)
Here γ speies the eletroni onguration of the atoms whih distinguishes the initial and nal states; J is
the total angular momentum of the atom and F is the summation of nulear and atomi angular momentum
with MF its projetion. The eletri quadrupole operator in terms of the eletroni oordinates is given by
Θzz = −
e
2
∑
j
(
3z2j − r
2
j
)
, (21)
6b
α α
pc
(i) (ii)
b
Figure 2: Diagrammati representation of the open-shell luster operators in the single and double exitation (SD)
approximation. Fig (i) and (ii) orresponds to single and double exitations amplitudes respetively as given in Eq.
(4). The lines represented by double arrow stand for oupied valene orbital and the downward single arrows are
oupied orbitals (inluding the valene) ; the line with an upward arrow orresponds to partile. The dashed lines
represent inative orbitals.
where the sum is over all the eletrons and z is the oordinate of the jth eletron. To alulate the quantity
we express the quadrupole operator in its single partile form as
Θ(2)m =
∑
m
q(2)m . (22)
The single partile redued matrix element of the eletri quadrupole operator is expressed as [19℄
〈jf‖ q
(2)
m ‖ji〉 = 〈jf‖C
(2)
m ‖ji〉
∫
dr r2 (PfPi +QfQi) . (23)
In Eq.(23), the subsripts f and i orrespond to the nal and initial states respetively; P and Q are the
radial part of the large and small omponents of the single partile Dira-Fok wavefuntions respetively
and ji is the total angular momentum for the ith eletron. The angular fator is given in by
〈jf‖C
(k)
m ‖ji〉 = (−1)
(jf+1/2)
√
(2jf + 1)
√
(2ji + 1)
×
(
jf 2 ji
−1/2 0 1/2
)
π(l, k, l′) (24)
where
π(l, k, l′) =
{
1 if l + k + l′ even
0 otherwise ;
l and k being the orbital angular momentum and the rank of the interation respetively.
Finally using the Wigner-Ekart theorem we dene the eletri quadrupole moment in terms of the redued
matrix elements as
〈jf |Θ
(2)
m |ji〉 = (−1)
jf−mf
(
jf 2 ji
−mf 0 mf
)
〈jf‖Θ
(2) ‖ji〉 (25)
More details about the evaluation of the eletri quadrupole moment using RCC theory is desribed in one
of our reent papers [20℄. The eletri quadrupole shift is evaluated using the relation [21℄
7〈Ψ(γJFMF )|Θ |Ψ(γJFMF )〉 =
−2A
[
3M2F − F (F + 1)
]
〈Ψ(γJF )‖Θ(2) ‖Ψ(γJF )〉
[(2F + 3)(2F + 2)(2F + 1)2F (2F − 1)]
1/2
×O(α, β) (26)
and
O(α, β) =
[
(3 cos2 β − 1)− ǫ(cos2 α− sin2 α)
]
. (27)
Here α and β are two of the three Euler angles that take the prinipal-axis frame of the eletri eld gradient
to the quantization axis and ǫ is an asymmetry parameter of the eletri potential funtion [21℄.
C. Magneti dipole hyperne shift
The non-zero nulear spin gives rise to nulear multipole moments whih interat with the eletri multipole
moments generated by the atomi eletrons at the site of the nuleus and this interation is olletively known
as hyperne interation [22℄. Theoretial determination of hyperne onstants is one of the most stringent
tests of auray of the atomi wave funtions near the nuleus. Also aurate preditions of hyperne
oupling onstants require a preise inorporation of relativisti and orrelation eets. Like the
201Hg+
isotope,
199Hg+ also has a non zero nulear spin (I = 12 ) and the mF = 0 levels for both the
2S1/2 and
2D5/2 states are independent of the rst order Zeeman shift.
The hyperne interation is given by
Hhfs =
∑
k
M (k) · T (k), (28)
whereM (k) and T (k) are spherial tensors of rank k, whih orresponds to nulear and eletroni parts of the
interation respetively. The lowest k = 0 order represents the interation of the eletron with the spherial
part of the nulear harge distribution.
In the rst order perturbation theory, the energy orresponding to the hyperne interation of the ne
struture state are the expetation values of Hhfs suh that
W (J) = 〈IJFMF |
∑
k
M (k) · T (k) |IJFMF 〉
=
∑
k
(−1)I+J+F
{
I J F
J I k
}
〈I‖M (k) ‖I〉 〈J‖ T (k) ‖J〉 .
(29)
Here I and J are the total angular angular momentum for the nuleus and the eletron state, respetively,
and F = I+ J with the projetion MF .
The magneti dipole hyperne onstant (A) omes from the magneti dipole hyperne operator T
(1)
q whih
is a tensor of rank 1. For an eigen state |IJ〉 of the Dira-Coulomb Hamiltonian, A is dened as
A = µN
(µI
I
) 〈J‖ T (1) ‖J〉√
J(J + 1)(2J + 1)
, (30)
where µI is the nulear dipole moment dened in units of Bohr magneton µN . The magneti dipole hyperne
operator T
(1)
q an be expressed in terms of single partile rank 1 tensor operators and is given by the rst
order term of Eq. (29)
T (1)q =
∑
q
t(1)q =
∑
j
−ie
√
8π
3
r−2j
−→αj ·Y
(0)
1q (r̂j) . (31)
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orrespond to dressed one-body ontribution. FSUCC stands for the present alulation. MCHF and MCDF orre-
spond to multi-onguration Hartree-Fok and multi-onguration Dira-Fok (relativisti MCHF) respetively and
`Expt.' is the experimental value.
FSUCC HF MCHF MCDF Expt.
-0.517 -0.664 [26℄ -0.544 [27, 28℄ -0.56374 [25℄ -0.510 (18) [28℄
(-0.739)
Here
−→α is the Dira matrix and Yλkq is the vetor spherial harmonis. The index j refers to the jth eletron
of the atom with rj as its radial distane and e as the magnitude of the eletroni harge.
The orresponding shift in the energy level is known as magneti dipole hyperne shift and is expressed
as
WM1 = A
F (F + 1)− I(I + 1)− J(J + 1)
2
. (32)
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The transition whih an serve as a new frequeny standard is the forbidden eletri quadrupole (E2)
transition 5d96s2 2D5/2 −→ 5d
106s1 2S1/2 in
199Hg+. The possible shift whih are ruial for aurate
determination of the desired transition frequeny are mainly of two kinds : eletri quadrupole shifts of
the 5d96s2 2D5/2 state and the magneti dipole hyperne shifts of both the 5d
96s2 2D5/2 (upper) and the
5d106s2 1S0 (lower) states. Departure of the harge distribution from spherial nature to non-spherial in
the 5d96s2 2D5/2 state will give rise to an eletri quadrupole moment whih eventually will produe a shift
in the energy level in the presene of an external eletri eld gradient. On the other hand, the non-zero
nulear spin of the
199Hg+ whih auses the non-zero nulear dipole moment (multipole moment of the rst
kind) will give rise to the magneti dipole hyperne eet in the presene of the eletron multipole moment
at the site of the nuleus aused by the eletron spin. This magneti dipole hyperne eet will produe a
shift in the energy levels for both (upper and lower) states and are diretly related to the magneti dipole
hyperne onstant (A) whih is given by Eq. (32).
In this paper we have alulated eletri quadrupole moment (Θ) of the 5d96s2 2D5/2 state and magneti
dipole hyperne onstant (A) of the 5d96s2 2D5/2, 5d
106s2 1S0 and 5d
96s2 2D3/2 states of
199Hg+ using
relativisti Fok-spae unitary oupled luster theory. FSUCC theory, is muh more rigorous than its ordi-
nary ounterpart (Fok-spae oupled luster theory, namely FSCC) and other atomi many-body theories
like onguration interation , many-body perturbation theory et. The auray of our this alulation
establishes the neessity of applying a theory of this kind to alulate properties for ompliated D-states.
In our alulation we have onsidered the ground state (5d106s2 1S0) of
199Hg as the Dira-Fok (DF) ref-
erene state. We then apply the losed shell unitary luster operator to orrelate the ground state whih is
followed by a ore ionization alulation to produe the open shell states (5d96s2 2D3/2 and 5d
96s2 2D5/2)
of
199Hg+. The basis funtions are onstruted by using a large nite basis set expansion of Gaussian
type orbitals [23℄ with s, p, d, f and g funtions (34s32p30d20f15g). The nuleus is assumed to have a nite
struture (Fermi type). This losed shell orrelation alulation is followed by OSCC-IP [9℄ alulations to
obtain the 5d96s2 2D5/2, 5d
96s2 2D3/2 states and an OSCC-EA [10℄ alulation for obtaining the 5d
106s2 1S0
state of
199Hg+. Exitations from all the ore orbitals have been onsidered to do a omplete orrelation
treatment. We have also studied the eets of higher angular momentum states and found that to be negli-
gible. Therefore we have omitted the higher order symmetries to generate the basis funtions. In an earlier
paper by one of the authors [24℄, the FSCC method has been employed to estimate these quantities. In
prinipal, FSUCC is more rigorous than FSCC and ontains more higher order eets in the same level of
approximation beause of the unitary struture of the losed shell orrelation operator.
This partiular alulation with
199Hg+ is muh more hallenging than the treatment of alkal-metal atoms
and alkali like ions. The d-shell vaanies in the exited states of 199Hg+ introdue additional omplexities
9Table II: Magneti dipole hyperne 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orrespond to dressed one body ontribution. FSUCC stands for the present alulation. The µN
(
µI
I
)
values used
in the alulation is taken from Ref. [29℄.
State FSUCC FSCC [24℄ MCDF [25℄ Expt. [28℄
5d96s2 2D5/2 995 972 963.5 986.19 (4)
(865)
5d96s2 2D3/2 2780 2713 2478.3
(2734)
5d106s1 2S1/2 40487 40440 40507
(32963)
in the determination of atomi states and related properties. The ore ionization tehnique has been used
in onnetion with the FSUCC method for the rst time to study the one-eletron properties of ions of this
kind.
The earlier alulation [24℄ by one of the authors using FSCC has estimated the eletri quadrupole moment
(Θ in ea20) of 5d
96s2 2D5/2 state of
199Hg+ as 0.527 ea20, whih was o by 0.017 ea
2
0 from the experiment
(negleting the experimental unertainty). The present estimate of Θ, on the other hand, is o by 0.007 ea20
from the entral experimental value. We observe that both the results (FSCC and FSUCC) are within the
experimental unertainty (∼ 3.5%). However, it an be onluded that the auray obtained in the present
ase using FSUCC will help to redue the experimental unertainty. This an be understood by observing
the fat that at a given level of approximation (for this ase singles and doubles, namely SD) FSUCC theory
ontains muh more orrelation and higher order exitation eets ompared to FSCC. Therefore applying
an improved theory of this kind will give some valuable inputs to the frequeny standard measurements
using
199Hg+.
In a reent alulation Itano [25℄ used the multi-onguration Dira-Fok (MCDF) method to estimate Θ
(in ea20) of the same state whih gave the value to be 0.56374 (this disagrees with the experimental value by
∼ 10.5%). The numbers of the eletri quadrupole momentsΘ (in ea20) of the 5d
96s2 2D5/2 and 5d
96s2 2D3/2
states of
199Hg+are given in table I.
We have also used FSUCC to determine the magneti dipole hyperne onstants (A) of the 5d96s2 2D5/2,
5d96s2 2D53/2 and 5d
106s1 2S1/2 states of
199Hg+. Preise alulations of A values are not only theoretial
heks of the experimental determination but also provide information about the auraies of the atomi
wavefuntions whih are used in this alulation. Table II ontains the tabulated values of the A using
dierent methods. The previous result obtained by FSCC [24℄ by one of the authors, reveals that the
FSUCC is able to produe a signiant improvement over all of the values alulated here and the theoretial
auraies have been redued by signiant amounts. Experimental value of A for the 5d96s2 2D3/2 state
is not available. The auraies of the entire alulation ensure that the predition of the A value of the
5d96s2 2D3/2 state will be able to lead to a preise measurement of the same.
From the given results in table (I) and (II) the eets of eletron orrelation in determining eletri
quadrupole moment and hyperne onstants an be estimated easily. The numbers in the parentheses
orrespond to the eets of the dressed one-body operator and the dierene between the two values turns
out to be the ontribution from eletron orrelation (many-body) eets. For the eletri quadrupole moment
the orrelation eets turns out to be ∼ 43% and for the hyperne onstants the orrelation ontributions
range from ∼ 2% to ∼ 19%. These eets learly establish the power of the FSUCC method to very
aurately determine the atomi properties, suh as eletri quadrupole moment and hyperne onstants.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have used the FSUCC method to determine the eletri quadrupole moment of
the 5d96s2 2D5/2 state and magneti dipole hyperne onstants of the 5d
96s2 2D5/2, 5d
96s2 2D3/2 and
5d106s1 2S1/2 states of
199Hg+. The alulation involving 199Hg+ is very omplex and hallenging be-
ause the exited states whih are of interests involve open d- shells. The alulated values of the hyperne
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onstants an be onsidered as benhmarking of the determination of atomi states using FSUCC theory.
Therefore, the auray obtained for the eletri quadrupole moments using this approah an help us to
determine the unertainty whih is very important to determine for the frequeny standard studies. To
our knowledge this is the most aurate theoretial determination of these quantities to date and are very
important in the ontext of produing a next generation frequeny standard. FSUCC along with the ore
ionization method has been applied to determine any atomi properties of these kinds. This alulation will
serve not only as a supplement to the ongoing experiments but also to establish this theory in determining
dierent problems with atoms and ions.
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